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In this era of superheated rhetoric and vitriolic exchanges between the leaders of Iran and Israel,

the threat of nuclear violence looms. But the real roots of the enmity between the two nations

mystify Washington policymakers, and no promising pathways to peace have emerged. This book

traces the shifting relations among Israel, Iran, and the United States from 1948 to the present,

uncovering for the first time the details of secret alliances, treacherous acts, and unsavory political

maneuverings that have undermined Middle Eastern stability and disrupted U.S. foreign policy

initiatives in the region.Ã‚Â Trita Parsi, a U.S. foreign policy expert with more than a decade of

experience, is the only writer who has had access to senior American, Iranian, and Israeli decision

makers. He dissects the complicated triangular relations of their countries, arguing that

AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hope for stability in Iraq and for peace in Israel is futile without a correct

understanding of the Israeli-Iranian rivalry.Ã‚Â ParsiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s behind-the-scenes revelations about

Middle East events will surprise even the most knowledgeable readers: IranÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s prime

minister asks Israel to assassinate Khomeini, Israel reaches out to Saddam Hussein after the Gulf

War, the UnitedÃ‚Â StatesÃ‚Â foils IranÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s plan to withdraw support from Hamas and

Hezbollah, and more. This book not only revises our understanding of the Middle EastÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

recent past, it also spells out a course for the future. In todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s belligerent world, few

topics, if any, could be more important.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 
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"'This work, based on extensive interviews with decision makers in three countries, contributes both



to our historical understanding and our current policy debate.' Francis Fukuyama, author of America

at the Crossroads 'This book is outstanding and important.' Nikki Keddie, author of Modern Iran:

Roots and Results of Revolution"

Q: What is new about your book?A: ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s about how geopolitical struggles in the Middle East

are fueling the tensions between Iran, Israel, and the United States, and how a failure to address

the root causes of these struggles has made an already bad situation worse. Contrary to

conventional wisdom, the book shows that Iran's and IsraelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s enmity is not about

ideology&#151;even though both states find it useful to portray it as such. And it shows how even

under the worst of circumstances, these two former allies&#151;Iran and Israel&#151;have kept

communicating behind the scenes.Q: What have been the main causes of the breakdown between

Iran, Israel, and the United States?A: The major transformations of Israeli-Iranian relations have all

coincided with geopolitical&#151;and not ideological&#151;shifts in the region. The common threats

Iran and Israel faced back in the 1980s&#151;the Soviet Union and Iraq&#151;pushed the two

countries closer to each other, and Israel lobbied Washington to talk to Tehran. In the early 1990s,

Iran and IsraelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s common foes were eliminated, and they suddenly found themselves

facing each other in the process of establishing a new regional order. In this new geopolitical reality,

Iran and Israel were no longer uneasy security partners, but fierce rivals.Q: What in your view is the

best path the U.S., Israel, and Iran can take to avoid a war?A: The risk for such a conflict is

significant as long as all three states look for maximalist goals. The underlying problem is that the

Middle East lacks a sustainable order, one in which all states are given a stake in the

regionÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s security. Both Israel and Iran have been efficient spoilers, but neither has been

able to implementÃ‚Â its own vision of the Middle East. Only a common vision for the Middle

East&#151;one based on collective security&#151;can tame the Israeli-Iranian rivalry.Q: What

unique qualifications do you bring to this study?A: The book is based on my interviews with the top

leadership in all three countries. The state of the triangular relationship between the U.S., Israel,

and Iran has been extensively discussed in penetrating interviews that go well beyond the public

talking points. As a result, the book reveals perspectives and strategic calculations that so far have

been hidden from Western audiences.

Interesting read for Political Science/International Affairs minded individuals. Questions the

Israeli/US bond in a thoughtful way.



Comments on Treacherous Alliance by Trita ParsiThis book is an account of dealings between

Israel, Iran, and the US from the accession of the Shah in 1954 up to 2007. The author has

interviewed many of the people involved. This is an important book but I feel its conclusions are

misleading.Under the Shah's reign, Iran disdained Israel, a country to which it gave no official

recognition while at the same time secretly providing it with oil in exchange for military and technical

training. For Israel, this policy was in agreement with a "doctrine of the periphery" according to

which relations with nations outside its immediate neighbors should be cultivated. Consequently

Israel chose to endure the disdain even when Iran voted for the "Zionism equals racism" resolution

at the UN.The Revolution caused a complete breakoff but only briefly. Shortly after Khomeini came

to power, the Iran-Iraq war broke out. But Iran remained dependent on Israel for military aircraft

parts and training. The author speaks of "a multilevel strategy that continues to bewilder political

analysts and foreign leaders alike. Instead of opting to balance the Arabs by aligning with Israel, or

to seek accommodation with the Arabs by taking the lead against Israel, Tehran chose to do both by

differentiating between its operational policy and its rhetoric." (p. 100) Of course this is duplicity; but

Iran engaged in it constantly. The hostages seized by Hezbollah "provided Iran with a valuable

negotiating tool with the United States" (p.122). The purpose of Iran-Contra, in which Israel was a

frequent intermediary, was to reestablish Iranian relations with Washington.At the time of the Madrid

peacemaking conference, a complex pattern of events unfolds. Israel did not want Iran to be

present there because of its sponsorship of Hezbollah. Iran was excluded. It would seem to me that

Iran's habit of constantly seizing U.S. hostages and then trying to use them as negotiating tools

would naturally lead to her exclusion anyway. Iran's reaction was to organize a counter-conference

in opposition to Madrid, which was not a great success, but it was followed by Oslo, which was a

success. "Convinced that Washington wouldn't grant Iran its legitimate role in the region, " the

author states, "Tehran concluded that it was left with no choice but to make America's

nonrecognition as costly as possible by sabotaging its policies," and became a supporter of militant

Lebanese and Palestinian groups. Israel began a new campaign to demonize Iran. This campaign is

presented by the author as merely the result of an Israeli fear of being abandoned by the U.S. and

he sees it as the cause of the current public image of Iran.During approximately the same period,

1991-1994, Iran restarted its nuclear program, which had been suspended under Khomeini.

Development of missiles began at the end of the war with Iraq, although at first they were very crude

and there was no operational version of the first one, Shehab-3, until 1998. Iran has continued to

conduct terrorist activities and to export weapons to Gaza and Sudan. The author pays little

attention to this and suggests that the incident of the Karine-A, a freighter caught in the Red Sea



carrying weapons to Gaza, was somehow a contrivance. Likewise he considers the AMIA incident in

which a Jewish organization in Argentina was bombed, is also only dubiously connected to Iran.

Other sources do not seem to agree with him on the Karine-A and AMIA. He does not mention other

incidents, such as similar but more recent freighter incidents (the names of the ships involved are

Francop, Victoria, and Klos-C). In 2011 an Iranian paramilitary forces attacked the British embassy

in Tehran and the Israeli embassy in Cairo. He is focused on the relations of Iran with the U.S. in the

pursuit of al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, and because of the cooperation that occurred in this case,

argues for upgrading Iran's relations. The villains are the familiar neocons: Feith, Rumsfeld, and so

on.The current negative image of Iran is not, in my opinion, simply the result of Israeli demonization.

The current problems in negotiating limits to the Iran nuclear program are consistent with past

duplicitous behavior.

Excellent documentary full of surprising document. Deep level of research of the real stories that will

shock you about how the Iran/Israel relationship has been presented in the media and what actually

had happened.

This is a truly excellent read. It's extremely well written. It is both factual and fun.

Excellent and well documented book

A good read and well researched

I bought this book for my father, so i am only going to comment regarding the packaging and so, i

shipped it to saudi arabia and the book was in excellent condition!

An excellent insight into the actual dealings between Israel, Iran and the USA away from the boring

Iranian rhetoric of "death to america and death to israel" when in fact they have so much in

common. It is sad that so many people are still in the dark about the real face of Iran. This book is a

real eye opener. Decent Iranians deserve a change. Enough with the mullas who are flourishing on

the 20% tax they impose on their shia followers in return for a place next to Ali in heaven. And they

blame the catholics! go figure!!!
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